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Company Description:
CBOA is 1 of 17 banks that are headquartered in
Arizona and the only locally owned and operated
bank in Tucson. CBOA provides a full range of
financial services, including credit and deposit
products, cash management, and internet banking,
to businesses, non-profits, entrepreneurs,

Stop the presses, something must be wrong, we are starting a bank research commentary
with an opening paragraph on Covid-19.
I am of the opinion the worst is behind us as a nation with regards to Covid. We now
have 3 approved vaccines that are starting to be rolled out. Furthermore, most of the people I talk
to are ready for this to end and that suggests significant pent up demand to further expand the
economy. Watch out summer! I am expecting continued growth in Tucson and Phoenix.
From Stifel Nicholas: “On the coronavirus front, the FDA has approved Johnson &
Johnson's COVID-19 shot. It’s the third jab to be approved in the U.S., but the first to have a
single-dose regimen. Broadly speaking, the decision clears the way for immediate distribution of
the vaccine to Americans 18 and older. According to the CDC, as of Sunday night, 49.8M people
across the U.S. – 15% of the population – have received their first coronavirus vaccine, while
24.8M people –7.5% of the population – have received two doses. On Friday, consumer
spending rose 2.4% in January, slightly less than the 2.5% rise expected, according to
Bloomberg, still albeit a seven-month high. Meanwhile personal income rose 10.0% in January,
more than the 9.5% increase expected, and the largest monthly gain since April. Year-over-year,
consumer spending fell 0.4% and personal income rose 13.1% at the start of 2021.”
From Joe Zidle strategist at Blackstone: “As we return to a more familiar world, the
economy will begin an expansionary cycle from an unprecedented position of strength. With
household savings high, debt service low, and corporate cash plentiful, we expect a period of
growth not seen in the US for decades. Markets are brimming with confidence; record-high
company valuations, record-low yields, and still-narrowing credit spreads reflect the consensus
conviction in a strong recovery. However, stronger growth early in economic expansions is
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almost always linked to a steeper yield curve, which investors don’t seem to have priced in. In
that sense, a strong, self-sustaining recovery that follows historical patterns might be the biggest
risk they face in 2021.”
I expect another good year for CBOA. For the first time in seven quarters the bank took a
charge off of $45,000. Not bad for $240,000,000 in Loans and Leases, in my opinion.

The Phoenix branch of CBOA recently hired two very experienced loan officers for their
growth. As you can see from the Arizona Technology Council below, the growth of Scottsdale /
Chandler / Phoenix has a very different profile from that of Tucson.
According to the Arizona Technology Council, in the third quarter of 2020:
• Tech companies paid out more than $22 billion in overall wages
• Tech jobs actually increased by 1.2 percent in the third quarter despite the impacts of the
pandemic
• Overall, the Valley is nearing having 10,000 tech companies doing business in the region.
“I say it each year and each year the data makes my message even clearer: technology has
become the key driver of our economy,” said Steven G. Zylstra, president and CEO of the
Arizona Technology Council. “In the global marketplace, Arizona is on the rise and can be
compared with the most influential and powerful technology hubs.
In Tucson, Raytheon is moving the headquarters of its newly integrated Missiles &
Defense business from Albuquerque to Tucson. Other notable projects include the plan to
revitalize the 23-story tower at 2 S. Church Ave. into a hotel and offices. Opwest Partners is
putting $38 million into the project. It plans to convert eight lower floors into a hotel with about
150 rooms, 1,500 square feet of meeting space and a 4,000 square foot restaurant. Floors 11-23
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will remain as office space. Completion in 2023. The vacant lot located at 75 E. Broadway in
downtown Tucson will be transformed into a high-rise. It will include 20-stories of office, retail,
and restaurant space with a total investment of $100,000,000. The project is expected to be
completed in 2024.
One of my favorite daily reads is the email I receive from Joachim Klement, imagine how
fast I read this email when I saw the title. His article sums up why we invest in Community
Banks, quite simply they care, while the big banks say they do, actions speak louder than
words.

Economies of scale in banking? Negative
Joachim Klement

Feb 18

As an investor, I have made it a habit to avoid large banks in my portfolios whenever I can. With
this simple trick, I have done very well, especially over the last decade. The problem with large
banks is simply that they have in my view all become too large to manage and too large to be
profitable. Because established high street banks have become so lethargic and complex, small
challenger banks could gain market share (and might actually be worth an investment in some
cases).
With the rise of challenger banks, established banks tried to copy the tools and methods of these
challenger banks in the hope that their economies of scale would allow them to keep market
share. The problem just is, there are probably no economies of scale in traditional banking.
It is an open question if bigger banks are able to gain bigger margins than smaller banks and it is
empirically hard to test if this is so. The problem in practice is that large banks don’t get large by
accident. Instead, large banks are the result of a series of mergers and sheer luck and not of
organic growth that outpaced competitors. That big banks did not get big through organic growth
is clear whenever you look at the history of any major bank in the world. That luck plays a
crucial role becomes clear when you look at who survived the financial crisis and who didn’t As
Michael Lewis describes in his great book The Big Short, Deutsche Bank was lucky because it
had a few traders who were willing to bet against their own fixed income structured products and
thus provided an accidental internal hedge against the crisis.
But in some instances, it is possible to check if larger banks really have economies of
scale. Kilian Huber recently investigated one such case in Germany. After the Second World
War, the allied forces broke up the banks and only allowed smaller regional banks to operate.
This was done because large banks like Deutsche Bank or Commerzbank were major financiers
for the Nazi regime. However, between 1952 and 1957, the allied forces relaxed their restrictions
and gradually allowed smaller regional banks to combine back to larger economic entities. These
weren’t mergers to grow the business but simple consolidation measures to clean up a
fragmented banking system.
This natural experiment allows Kilian to test if the merged, larger German banks did indeed
become more efficient than their untreated smaller peers that didn’t get merged into larger
entities by the allies.
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His answers are pretty telling. First, treated banks (i.e. banks that got merged into larger entities)
did not accelerate lending. If anything, the larger banks had slower lending growth to non-banks
than the smaller peers – though the difference was not statistically significant. Also, the growth
of the companies that used bank loans from larger banks was no different from companies that
had loans from smaller banks. So larger banks weren’t able to provide more growth capital or
select better lenders than smaller banks.
Lending growth of merged larger banks (treated), vs. smaller banks (untreated).

Source: Huber (2021).
But there were a few differences between the merged larger banks and the smaller ones. Larger
banks tended to be more willing to lend to riskier, more volatile borrowers and were more
willing to allow a borrower to lever up. In other words, larger banks were chasing profits with
riskier lenders and were willing to allow these borrowers to increase leverage. This probably
works well in boom times, but as we all know, these overleveraged borrowers often fail when the
next recession hits. And this is probably why in the long run, the larger banks weren’t more
profitable than the smaller banks.
But there was one other factor that materially differed between larger and smaller banks. Executives at
larger banks saw their salaries rise 251% between 1952 and 1960 while executives at smaller banks saw
their salaries rise by only 102%. And the media attention also grew exponentially. Looking at media
reports on German banks in the German news magazine Der Spiegel and the FT, Huber found that “one
bank of size ten receives more media mentions than ten banks of size one combined”. In other words, the
executives got fame and fortune while the rest of the economy got nothing.
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RMH continues to view CBOA as an attractive investment, and the Bank continues to deliver on
net profit margins and customer growth through conservative practices. In addition, Scottsdale,
Phoenix and Tucson, are still displaying strong signs of growth. These various factors have
enabled CBOA to grow lending and push earnings higher. In these uncertain times, we conclude
that CBOA’s stock is currently undervalued. If you have any questions or thoughts, please feel
free to reach out to RMH.
Richard Mundinger, CFA
Alex Sirola
Full disclosure: some of RMH’s clients, Mundinger Family, along with Richard are
invested in the Commerce Bank of Arizona.
Sources:
CBOA
Stifel Nicholas: commentary March 1, 2021
Joe Zidle: Blackstone, February 25th
https://azbigmedia.com/business/tech-boom-defines-central-phoenix-with-job-growthbusiness-attraction/
https://www.azeconomy.org/2021/02/economy/arizona-initial-claims-for-unemploymentinsurance-plummet-to-levels-not-seen-since-march-2020/
https://www.azeconomy.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/12/AZEWinter2021.pdf
Joachim Klement: February 18th, Klement on Investing klementoninvesting@substack.com>
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